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1540-1710  Monday Afternoon
Session II

• 1. Assertions (30 min, Brian Campbell)

• 2. Dynamic Registration
  (30 min, Justin Richer)

• 3. Interoperability Testing of OAuth 2.0
  Specifications
  (30 min, Roland Hedberg)

1730-1830  Thursday Afternoon
Session III

• 3. OAuth Security (45 min, Phil Hunt)

• 4. JWT (15 min, Mike Jones)
Milestone Update

Done
Submit 'OAuth 2.0 Threat Model and Security Considerations' as a working group item

Done
Submit 'HTTP Authentication: MAC Authentication' as a working group item

Done
Submit 'The OAuth 2.0 Protocol: Bearer Tokens' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Done
Submit 'The OAuth 2.0 Authorization Protocol' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Done
Submit 'An IETF URN Sub-Namespace for OAuth' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Done
Submit 'OAuth 2.0 Threat Model and Security Considerations' to the IESG for consideration as an Informational RFC

Mar 2013
Submit 'Token Revocation' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Apr 2013
Submit 'SAML 2.0 Bearer Assertion Profiles for OAuth 2.0' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Apr 2013
Submit 'OAuth 2.0 Assertion Profile' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Jun 2013
Submit 'OAuth Use Cases' to the IESG for consideration as an Informational RFC

Jul 2013
Submit 'HTTP Authentication: MAC Authentication' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Aug 2013
Submit 'JSON Web Token (JWT) Bearer Token Profiles for OAuth 2.0' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Aug 2013
Submit 'JSON Web Token (JWT)' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard

Sep 2013
Submit 'OAuth Dynamic Client Registration Protocol' to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard
Feedback?